ADULT BEACH 4V4 VOLLEYBALL
LEAGUE RULES & GENERAL INFORMATION

1. Court Line Set Up: Equipment will be given to each team captain on June 8th at 6:30 pm at
State Park. No GAMES just a coaches meeting.
2. Forfeits: If you are 5 minutes late you forfeit the 1st game, 10 minutes’ late forfeit 2nd game, 15
minutes late you forfeit the 3rd game.
3. Score Reporting: Team managers are responsible for recording scores and sending an email after
games to Tom Reverman (recreation@parktownship.org). Standings will be emailed to you and
posted on the Zeeland Recreation website every week.
4. Game Structure: There will be games to 21 points with a “rally scoring” format. Winners must
win by 2 points. Teams switch court sides after each game.
5. Weather Cancellations: Cancellations will be called on site by the team managers. Lightning,
thunder and hard rain are cause for cancellation. Rainouts should be made up throughout the
season by contacting your Recreation Coordinator. Do not wait until the end of the season to
reschedule. IT is ok to PLAY in the RAIN!!!!
6. Volleyballs: Please bring your own “outdoor volleyballs” for games.
7. Rules Violations: You are responsible for calling your own violations and faults (honor system).
Be as honest as possible, regardless of what opponents are doing. Remember: this is a Recreation
League. Have Fun! When in doubt of a call, just have a replay.
8. Let Serves: “Let” serves are allowed. A “Let” serve means that the ball can hit the net and go
over and still be considered a good serve.
9. Setting: It is okay to set a ball over the net, but “dinking” over. Setting is a two hand action,
while dinking is a one hand action.
10. Blocking: A block does not count as a hit.
11. Center Line: Player can go under the net as long as he/she does not interfere with opposing team.
12. Poles Act as Antennas: The ball must pass between the volleyball poles to be considered a legal
hit and playable.
13. Court Limitations: Player cannot go into an adjacent court to play the ball. You may cross under
the net (without touching it) as long as you do not interfere with the opposing player or the ball.
14. Line Is In: If a ball contacts or makes the court line bounce or move, the ball is in.
15. Net Touching: Contact with the net results in side out or point.
16. Serve Line Violation: Cannot step on or under court lines when serving.
17. Hard Driven Ball: Defensive action includes the ball be held momentarily overhand with the
fingers.
18. Trash Removal: Any trash produced at the state park must be removed on your own.
Remember, you are representing Park Township and Zeeland Recreation.
19. Co-Ed Rules: You may have 1 Male/ 3 Female, 1 Female /3 Male or 2 Female / 2 Male

